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This is the first book published on CMOS imagers. It covers the full chain, starting from the basic concepts of photo transduction, and continues with pixel and system examples of CMOS Active Pixel Sensor (APS) imagers. 

CMOS Imagers: From Phototransduction to Image Processing contains six contributed chapters. The first three detail the basic concepts of photo transduction, modeling, evaluation, and optimization of APS. The last three continue with the description of APS design issues using a bottom-up strategy, starting from pixels and finishing with image processing systems. Various focal-plane image processing alternatives to either improve imaging or to extract visual information are presented. The book closes with a discussion of a completely non-traditional method for image noise suppression. 

Targeted audiences for this work are people interested in imaging, whether from the academic, the industrial or the scientific arena. All students, engineers and technical workers interested in understanding more about the physics, the design and the potential of CMOS imagers are invited to read the book. Each chapter can also be read independently.
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Ubuntu 8.10 Linux BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
A Linux distribution is basically the sum of the things that you need to run Linux on your computer. There are many different Linux distributions, each with its own target audience, set of features, administrative tools, and fan club, the latter of which is more properly known as a user community. Putting aside the downright fanatics, most of the...
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Advanced Quantum Mechanics: Materials and Photons (Graduate Texts in Physics)Springer, 2012

	Advanced Quantum Mechanics: Materials and Photons is a textbook which emphasizes the importance of advanced quantum mechanics for materials science and all experimental techniques which employ photon absorption, emission, or scattering. Important aspects of introductory quantum mechanics are covered in the first seven chapters to make...
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Sensors in Biomedical Applications: Fundamentals, Technology and ApplicationsCRC Press, 2000
For scientists, engineers, and manufacturers involved in developing, designing, and applying biomedical sensors… surveys sensors that have existing and potential applications in biomedicine.
 -Sci Tech Book News, Vol. 25, No. 3, September 2001

   While most books contain some information on related sensors topics, they are...
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Yoga - Philosophy for Everyone: Bending Mind and BodyJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011

	Stimulates thoughts and expands awareness of the philosophical dimensions of yoga in its many forms and practices


	Yoga — Philosophy for Everyone presents a wide array of perspectives by people whose lives have been touched by yoga. Addressing myriad aspects of yoga's divergent paths, topics include body...
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Advances in Digital Forensics VI: Sixth IFIP WG 11.9 International Conference on Digital Forensics, Hong Kong, ChinaSpringer, 2010

	Digital forensics deals with the acquisition, preservation, examination, analysis and presentation of electronic evidence. Networked computing, wireless communications and portable electronic devices have expanded the role of digital forensics beyond traditional computer crime investigations. Practically every type of crime now involves some...
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Beyond Training and Development: The Groundbreaking Classic on Human Performance EnhancementAMACOM, 2004
How does your organization manage employee training? Read the following
vignettes and, on a separate sheet of paper, record how your organization would
solve the problem presented in each. If you can offer an effective solution to all
the vignettes, then your company may already be effectively managing training;
otherwise, it...
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